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Acknowledgement of the Traditional Owners of the Murray–Darling Basin 

The Murray–Darling Basin Authority acknowledges and pays its respect to the Traditional 
Owners and their Nations of the Murray–Darling Basin. The contributions of earlier generations, 
including the Elders, who have fought for their rights in natural resource management, are also 
valued and respected. 

The MDBA recognises and acknowledges that the Traditional Owners and their Nations in the 
Murray–Darling Basin have a deep cultural, social, environmental, spiritual and economic 
connection to their lands and waters. The MDBA understands the need for recognition of 
Traditional Owner knowledge and cultural values in natural resource management associated 
with the Basin. Further research is required to assist in understanding and providing for cultural 
flows. The MDBA supports the belief of the Northern Murray–Darling Basin Aboriginal Nations 
and the Murray Lower Darling Rivers Indigenous Nations that cultural flows will provide beneficial 
outcomes for Traditional Owners. 

The approach of Traditional Owners to caring for the natural landscape, including water, can be 
expressed in the words of Ngarrindjeri elder Tom Trevorrow: ‘our traditional management plan 
was don’t be greedy, don’t take any more than you need and respect everything around you. 
That’s the management plan—it’s such a simple management plan, but so hard for people to 
carry out.*1 This traditional philosophy is widely held by Traditional Owners and respected and 
supported by the Murray–Darling Basin Authority.  

1 Tom Trevorrow (2010) Murrundi Ruwe Pangari Ringbalin ‘River Country Spirit Ceremony: Aboriginal 
Perspectives on River Country’. 
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About this report 
Lake Victoria is a naturally occurring shallow freshwater lake near the South Australian and 
Victorian borders, approximately 60 kilometres downstream of the Murray–Darling Junction in 
south-western New South Wales. Since 1928, Lake Victoria has been operated by the Murray–
Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) and it’s predecessors as regulated off-river storage. As part of 
the River Murray System, Lake Victoria plays an extremely important role in water supply 
regulation. Lake Victoria is owned by the South Australian Government and operated by the 
South Australia Water Corporation (SA Water), on behalf of a joint venture comprising the 
Australian, New South Wales, Victorian and South Australian Governments. SA Water’s program 
of works is funded and directed by the MDBA on behalf of the four asset controlling governments.  

Regulation of the Lake over the last 80 years has contributed to the erosion and exposure of 
Aboriginal cultural material on the lakeshore and surrounding cliffs, in particular Aboriginal burial 
grounds. Since 1994 substantial works have been built to protect all known burials from wave 
and wind erosion. An Environmental Impact Statement was prepared to support a s.90 Consent 
Permit, now an Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) application, under the National Parks 
and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW), to allow continued disturbance of non-burial Aboriginal objects by 
regulation of the Lake.  

This annual report provides a summary of activities that have been undertaken during 2012—13, 
or earlier, to demonstrate compliance with each of the Conditions contained in the Aboriginal 
Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP). Some parts of this report contain excerpts of data and 
information from other sources. Full bibliographic details of these other sources are provided at 
the end of this report. 
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Foreword 
The challenges continue for the Lake Victoria Advisory Committee. 
Two more of our long-term Elders passed away—Jim Abdulla, who had been involved in the 
original plan of management for the Lake Victoria cultural landscape in 2000, and Elsie Coombs. 
Their passing, and that of two Elders the previous year, meant that much knowledge of the area 
and their input to passing on this knowledge was gone. A generational change in Elders is 
underway and requires a renewed dedication by all involved for effective representation. 

Staff positions at the Lake have been finalised—Cultural Heritage Supervisor and Cultural 
Heritage Field Officer. The Aboriginal trainee program continues to be supported by the MDBA 
and positions will again be offered in September. At the same time staff restructuring was 
underway in the Murray–Darling Basin Authority resulting in two different officers acting as 
director of the Riparian Program covering Lake Victoria. 

Maintenance of burial protection is one of our key concerns. The ‘sand sausages’ have been 
effective in catching sediment and sand in which vegetation can grow and the new growth is 
obvious. They help protect those burials further away from the low level shore line.  

On the Nulla lunette, which is outside the AHIP area, a joint exercise by multi-agency staff again 
occurred in May 2013. Sixteen burials were protected and recorded including two new burials. 
Additional protection work was also undertaken on the Lunette in September 2012. On the 
western foreshore and the Rufus River area staff surveys revealed one new burial which was 
protected and recorded and others added to the new GIS database. Over the entire year there 
were five new burials discovered (four outside the AHIP area) and protection works undertaken 
at 25 burials (24 outside the AHIP area). Previously protected burials are showing good 
vegetation on top assisting in their protection.  

The annual pest plant and animal control programs around the lakeshore and on the lunette 
continue to be a source of interest to the Committee who want to ensure that previous advances 
are not jeopardised by staff absences and contract changes. With wetter conditions, rabbits and 
feral pigs have increased and their numbers could threaten burial protection. 

Lake Victoria was drawn down gradually over summer and autumn such that by early April it was 
at about 22.5m AHD. This reduced the amount of time that the foreshore is inundated as this 
provided conditions to encourage vegetation growth on the foreshore especially spiny sedge. The 
effect of Lake Victoria operations on foreshore vegetation was discussed regularly by the 
Committee. Letters on behalf of LVAC were sent to the NSW Minister for Water about concerns 
of budget cuts affecting cultural heritage and all works at Lake Victoria and to all State and 
Federal Ministers involved in the environmental water allocations expressing concern that water 
should not be stored at the highest level in the Lake for extended periods jeopardising the 
retention of native vegetation over previously stabilised burials. 

Discussions commenced about the renewal process for the consent conditions to operate the 
Lake as a water storage while protecting the cultural heritage in and around the lakeshore. It is 
now called an Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit under the amended NSW Act. As the AHIP 
must be renewed by August 2014, this work and redesigning the monitoring program will occupy 
a significant amount of the Committee’s time in the forthcoming year. 

Dr Jane Lennon AM 
Chair, Lake Victoria Advisory Committee 
25 November 2013  
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Statement of the cultural heritage condition – 2012—13 reporting 
period 
Another challenging year, due to the transition of numerous staff involved in the Lake Victoria 
Program. The protection of cultural heritage on the lake foreshore, cliffed areas and the lunette is 
based on a strategy which involves ongoing surveillance and implementation of a cultural 
heritage protection works program. The priority focus is the protection of burial sites.  

The shoreline vegetation and erosion monitoring programs that were put into recess for the 
2011—2012 reporting period resumed this year. The general consensus was the vegetation is in 
good condition and the long-term effect of the Lake Victoria Operating Strategy (LVOS) aids to 
stabilise the vegetation. 

Another collaborative protection project in May, by the NSW Office of Water (NOW), Office of 
Environment and Heritage (OEH) and SA Water to protect vulnerable burials on the Nulla 
Lunette, was again a resounding success. The Nulla Lunette project involved local Aboriginal 
youth in the practical implementation stage and a common sense approach at management 
level. This ensured differing stakeholders pooled their resources to achieve a common goal. 

The new Cultural Heritage Monitoring Program developed by Archaeologist Colin Pardoe, has 
been implemented and functioning since January 2013. This is the first step towards a more 
uniform and user friendly tool for data collection and management of the numerous cultural 
heritage sites in the Lake Victoria area. Improvement in positional accuracy is now aided by the 
installation of a Continuously Operating Reference Station at the SA Water depot. The proposed 
comprehensive aerial photography of the lake foreshore area, planned for the next financial year, 
will only enhance our monitoring and management practices. 

Lake operations provided beneficial conditions for native vegetation, which continues to offer 
protection for cultural heritage material. Lake operations drew down the levels to the lowest since 
2009—10—22.5m AHD. The drawdown created opportunity to monitor burials on Talgarry 
barrier, the Frenchmans Creek and Rufus River 

The process to review and renew the Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) is progressing 
well and is on track to make the August 2014 deadline. Upon the successful renewal of the AHIP, 
the Lake Victoria Operating Strategy 2002 and Lake Victoria Cultural Landscape Plan of 
Management will also undergo a review in 2014—15 to improve the management procedures of 
Lake Victoria  

While Lake Victoria operates under conditions established through the AHIP, some could 
interpret these conditions to be restrictive. Many of these conditions, however, have in fact 
helped to provide guidance on management and monitoring strategies which have resulted in 
greater accountability and enhanced our knowledge of cultural heritage management. 

As the new Lake Victoria Program Manager in 2012, I was at first overawed by the diverse and 
complex issues which contribute to the make-up of the Lake Victoria Program. I now appreciate 
the challenges of balancing and successfully managing a variety of cultural and environmental 
issues. In my second year as Program Manager, I believe that positive change implemented in 
this reporting period, has modified the management practices into a more efficient and effective 
use of resources. I will strive to initiate further improvements to the future management of the 
Lake Victoria Program to ensure the protection of the cultural and environmental assets.  

Steve McGlashan 
Lake Victoria Program Manager 
25 November 2013 
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Snap shot of 2012—13 

Burial protection works 
• Burial protection work and monitoring activities were conducted on 11 days for the 12 

month period.  Twenty-five burials received protection works, 24 of these were on Nulla, 
which is outside the AHIP area. 

Cultural heritage monitoring and the Aboriginal Cultural Information 
Database (ACID) 

• A new Cultural Heritage Monitoring Program was developed and implemented in January 
2013.  

• Discrepancies in the databases and the method of how the data is recorded will be 
corrected to improve records. Although there have been some issues with data recording, 
this should improve as the new method becomes more familiar to users. 

• Thirty-three existing burial sites were added to the Aboriginal Cultural Information 
Database. There are currently 282 burials on the database of which 210 are within the 
AHIP boundary. All known burial sites have now been ground-truthed. 

• One new burial location was discovered within the AHIP area and one burial inside the 
AHIP area was reclassified into five burials. A further four new burials were discovered 
outside the AHIP area on the Nulla lunette. 

Lake Victoria Advisory Committee (LVAC) and community relations 
• Four LVAC, Lake Victoria Working Group (LVWG) and Barkindji–Maraura Elders Council 

(BMEC) meetings were held. 

• Ten cultural heritage monitoring field trips were undertaken by the BMEC. 

• Neighbouring landholders continued to provide valuable advice to the LVAC.  

Employment of Aboriginal workers at Lake Victoria 
• The MDBA and SA Water continued to support the Aboriginal Trainee program as well as 

three Aboriginal Identified Positions. Four of the five identified positions are filled, with 
plans in place to recruit for the annual Aboriginal Trainee Program for 2014. 

Lake Victoria Cultural Landscape Plan of Management  
• Protocols continued to be reviewed and updated in consultation with the LVAC. 

• A draft protocol was developed to guide requests for services from BMEC Elders. 

Research activities, the Scientific Review Panel and scientific monitoring 
• Ian Sluiter (Botanist) and Daniel Haines (SA Water) undertook vegetation and Shoreline 

profile monitoring 

• Groundwater salinity data supports the continuing trend which suggests groundwater 
salinity levels are stable. 

• A Groundwater Model has been developed. 
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• The Lake Victoria Scientific Review Panel (SRP) only met once due to staffing resources 
and competing priorities within the MDBA. 

• The draft report on the Historically  Undisturbed Sediments is nearing completion 

Land management 
• Land management activities focussed on rabbit control and the treatment of problematic 

weeds—horehound and Bathurst burr. 

Lake operations 
• Lake operations were consistent with the Lake Victoria Operating Strategy minimising 

damage to cultural heritage and supporting target vegetation. 

Impacts outside of the lake 
• The MDBA continued to work with willing neighbouring landholders who have been 

affected by lake operations. 
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Compliance response 

Lake Victoria Advisory Committee (LVAC) and community relations 
(Conditions 1-11)  

• Four LVAC meetings were convened in July and November 2012 (Meetings 65 and 66), 
March and May 2013 (Meetings 67 and 68).  

• Dr Jane Lennon AM was appointed LVAC Chair and committed to do so for the short-
term. A succession plan to recruit a deputy and chair has been activated. 

• Steve McGlashan was appointed the Lake Victoria Program Manager in September 2012 
following a recruiting and interview process. 

• Minutes of the LVAC and Lake Victoria Working Group (LVWG) meetings were distributed 
to stakeholders in a timely manner. 

• LVAC was provided with a summary of the partner agencies’ (MDBA, SA Water and 
NOW) actions undertaken to comply with the AHIP conditions at each meeting. 

• Neighbouring landholders continued to provide valuable advice to the MDBA as members 
of LVAC. 

• Landholders continued to support MDBA, SA Water and the NSW Office of Water (NOW) 
by providing access to their properties to allow for land management activities. In 
recognition of this partnership, NOW and SA Water continue to support management of 
feral animals and weeds on Talgarry Station and Dunedin Park. 

• Landholders were advised of activities which may have affected their lands.  

• NOW tabled their ‘Firearms and Access Policy’. Due to OHS concerns, the use of 
firearms on NOW managed properties is only permitted by licensed contractors engaged 
by the department. Access to the properties is only with approval from the Lake Victoria 
Program Manager. 

• Archaeologist Colin Pardoe gave a presentation on the progress of the new Cultural 
Heritage Monitoring Program. 

• NSW Government reduced their contribution to the MDBA programs and this has been 
reflected in NOW’s reduced budget for the Lake Victoria Program. The LVAC Chair wrote 
to the Minister to voice her concerns regarding the funding cuts. 

• The LVAC Chair also raised concerns regarding the potential effects of environmental 
water usage and the Basin Plan on volumes of water held in storage at the lake and the 
effects of this on burials and vegetation. The Chair wrote to the relevant Minister’s to 
voice her concerns about the potential high lake levels   

• Russell Commins from NSW Land and Property Information gave a presentation of the 
continuously operating reference station proposed to be installed at the lake. 

• The continuously operating reference station is now operating from the SA Water depot. 

• Rob Gregory from the Western Catchment Management Authority gave a report on the 
status of their organisation. The restructure is still being finalised and the final details are 
not clear as yet. Mr Gregory was confident that all the previous functions will be still 
available in the future.  
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• The Duncan family of Talgarry Station and Dunedin Park continued to permit SA Water to 
utilise a quarry pit on their land. The winnable materials allow for the continued 
maintenance of the Lake Victoria levy structures.  

• The Talgarry Station quarry has now been processed and rehabilitated. The Duncan 
family kindly granted permission for the application of a licence, to store the extracted 
material on the property. 

• The 2011-12 Annual Report was tabled at LVAC 68. 

• The Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP), formally known as ‘the Consent’, is due to 
expire in August 2014. Development of a strategy to renew the permit commenced in 
early 2012. The process to review and vary the AHIP is progressing well and is expected 
to be completed on time. 
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LVAC meeting 68- Photos courtesy of Steven McGlashan 

BMEC meetings and BMEC involvement at Lake Victoria (Conditions 1-11) 
• Four BMEC meetings were held—August, November 2012, April and May 2013 

• Highly esteemed Elders Elsie Coombes and Jim Abdulla passed away during this 
reporting period and will be sadly missed. Mr Abdulla was an integral participant in the 
initial stages of the Lake Victoria Program and until recent times due to ill health, was very 
passionate about being involved in the protection of his heritage. 

• The Lake Victoria Aboriginal Facilitator (LVAF) position was re-advertised, interviews 
conducted and a candidate was nominated. After a short delay due to NSW Government 
funding cuts, Ben Denison commenced employment on the 20th of August 2012. 

• LVAF Ben Denison resigned from his position due to family reasons on 20 February 2013 
and we all wish him well in his future pursuits. 

• A temporary appointment was made to assist the Program Manager in delivering the 
program. The appointment for three months ensured continuity, until the recruitment 
process was finalised. Pamela Dunrobin was welcomed to the team. 

• The LVAF position was regraded and re-classified to the Lake Victoria Program Support 
Officer.  

• The BMEC advised on the following: 

- selection processes for the LVAF  
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- traditional Aboriginal Lore and how Lore should be used to guide the process for 
protection of traditional burials 

- information about traditional methods for the protection of burials 

- excavations of footings for the keeping place and construction activities at the 
campground (November)  

- excavations for the salinity management team (December) 

- burial protection works in erosion gullies on the NE foreshore (January) 

- monitoring of wellpoint development at the salt interception scheme (March). 

- monitoring of burials on the lake (May). 

• The BMEC requested that the Rufus River Massacre Memorial Day celebrations be 
resumed and MDBA committed to this for August 2013. A subcommittee was convened to 
coordinate this event. 

Sub-committees (Condition 2) 
• The Lake Victoria Working Group (LVWG) met in July, November 2012, March and May 

2013. 

• Regular monthly meetings to coordinate works programming between NOW and SA 
Water, was an action of the interagency meetings and are proving to be highly successful. 

• Three presentations were made to the Working Group: 

- proposed monitoring station piles— SA Water 

- proposed Dam Safety improvements— SA Water 

- Lake Victoria ‘Big Lake Map”— SA Water. 

• An Annual Report Responsibilities report was tabled. The report outlines the agency, and 
position reporting responsibilities, for compiling the annual report. 

Employment of Aboriginal workers at the lake (Conditions 1, 8 & 9) 
• The Aboriginal Trainee Program continues to be supported and includes a commitment to 

employ two Aboriginal trainees. The aim of this program is to provide Aboriginal youth 
with the necessary skills and qualifications to be able to gain meaningful work within the 
wider community.  

• Trainees are provided with an opportunity to gain a Level 2 certification in Conservation 
and Land Management with TAFE. Trainees also receive experience and competency 
certification in the use and operation of heavy plant and in works related to the water 
management industry.  

• Advertising and selection of the Cultural Heritage Supervisor position was conducted in 
July 2012. John Grima was awarded the position.  

• Advertising and selection of the Cultural Heritage Assistant position was conducted in 
October 2012. Wade Stidiford was awarded the position.  

• Interviews for the Aboriginal Trainee positions were held in August 2012. Baden Moore 
was the only successful applicant. 
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Workers employed to help landscape the campground – Photos courtesy of SA Water CH team 

Sharing of information with the broader community (Condition 10) 
• The MDBA initiated the development of an educational program for Year 10 school 

students and is still in the planning phase.  

• The purpose of the educational program is to share information about Lake Victoria with 
the wider community and to attract local Aboriginal school students to the Aboriginal 
Trainee Program. 

• The program will also facilitate student interaction with the BMEC Elders. 

• As part of the 2013 Murray CMA conference the Lake Victoria Program Manager was 
invited to lead a tour to Lake Victoria and deliver a presentation incorporating;  

- the importance of Lake Victoria, and how and why is it regulated the way it is 

- engaging with the Barkindji–Maraura Elders Council to advise on the caring of 
Lake Victoria 

- the main priorities of the management of water and the preservation of cultural 
heritage 

- explanation of the importance of complying with the Aboriginal Heritage Impact 
Permit and the consequences of non-compliance 

- procedures and methods to protect burials.   

• Members of the visiting Mekong River Commission were also delivered a presentation by 
the Lake Victoria Program Manager in February as part of their trip to Australia. 

• The purpose of the Mekong River Commission trip was to observe, learn and understand 
the communication methods used by the multiple states for successful and positive 
outcomes, whilst maintaining ecological balance and cultural heritage protection. 

• SA Water and NOW continued to communicate with adjacent landholders on the 
following: 

- feral animal control programs 

- weed control programs 

- the quarry pit on Talgarry Station 

- expected flows along Frenchmans Creek. 
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• The LVPM and NOW Team Leader attended a meeting at the Wentworth Club with the 
Tar-ru lands committee. 

• The LVPM and NOW Team Leader attended a meeting at the Barkindj–Maraura Elders 
Environmental Team office in Dareton to improve on agency communication. 
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Lake Victoria Program Manager presenting to the CMA Tour - Photos courtesy of Pamela Dunrobin 

BMEC activities outside the AHIP which complement the LVCLPoM  
(Conditions 8-11) 

• BMEC members were involved in cultural heritage monitoring activities including:  

- monitoring of post hole excavations on the SW beach fence (February) 

- Regunyah windmill erection adjacent to existing windmill on Noola north shore 
(April)  

- Nulla boundary fence upgrade post hole boring (April 2013) 

- Kulcurna Cultural watering and Tar-ru DVD productions (May 2013) 

- Nulla Lunette burial protections works (May 2013). 

• The Lake Victoria Keeping Place completion was delayed as complexities in the 
finalisation of construction have been encountered. 

• The Campground for use by the BMEC on Noola Station foreshore is nearing completion.  

• Draft protocols were developed to clarify management responsibilities for the 
Campground and Keeping Place. 

Lake Victoria Cultural Landscape plan of Management (LVCLPoM) 
(Conditions 12-17) 

• The LVCPoM continues to guide the management of cultural heritage within the Cultural 
Landscape. 

• Reviews of the protocols and procedures were referred to LVAC as required. 

• Development of a strategy to revise the LVCLPoM has commenced. 

Reporting (Conditions 18-19) 
• Quarterly compliance reports were tabled at each of the four LVAC meetings. 
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• The final draft 2011–12 Lake Victoria Annual Report was distributed in February 2013 and 
then submitted to the Director General of OEH. 

• A presentation of the final report was delivered to the May LVAC 68 meeting and a copy 
of the report was made available on the MDBA website.  

Communication and access (Condition 20) 
• The ‘Lake Victoria - a Special Place’ brochure has been printed and is available at the 

information bay which continues to be used by large numbers of visitors. 

• The MDBA initiated the development of an educational program for Year 10 school 
students aimed at sharing information about Lake Victoria with the wider community and 
to attract local Aboriginal school students to the Aboriginal Trainee Program.  

• Filming and recording of raw footage and material for an update of the Tar-Ru video. 

Revegetation strategies (Condition 21) 
• A Revegetation Guide was developed by the MDBA with advice from Dylan Ostler. The 

Guide will be used by staff at the lake and incorporated into the review of the CLPoM. 

• Recruitment of spiny sedge (Cyperus gymnocaulus) has continued along strand lines and 
near established or mature plants.  

• Common reed (Phragmites australis) continues to increase in density, especially along 
the Talgarry Barrier. Recruitment has occurred as a result of favourable climatic 
conditions and Lake Operations. 

• Red gum (Eucalyptus camadulensis) saplings and Lignum (Duma florulenta) have had a 
strong recruitment in southern areas of the lake.  

• Monitoring of revegetation areas around the lakeshore has shown that plants are thriving. 
These plantings are filling gaps between fringing vegetation and help to protect culturally 
sensitive sites at higher elevations. 

Research activities (Condition 22) 
• Angus Webb et al from the University of Melbourne undertook an analysis of the past 10 

years of vegetation, shoreline profile and lake level monitoring data. The final report was 
submitted in November 2012 and found that the shoreline vegetation has increased and 
that it is a relatively stable system that does not appear to be undergoing sustained 
erosion. The report is assisting the redesign of the Lake Victoria monitoring program.  

• Dr Cupper, also from University of Melbourne, undertook field work in May and June 2012 
to assess the Historically Undisturbed Sediments. This field work involved the excavation 
of numerous (1m x 1m) pits and auger holes to sample sediments. No cultural heritage 
material was observed within the HUS. The final report has been delayed and is expected 
to be tabled in late 2013. 
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HUS study excavations- Photo courtesy of SA Water CH team 

Scientific Review Panel (SRP) (Conditions 23-26) 
• The SRP met once on 28 August 2012. The meeting mainly covered the analysis of the 

previous 10 years of shoreline and vegetation monitoring data presented by Dr Angus 
Webb (see Condition 22 above). Additional items discussed included: 

- the progress of the Historically Undisturbed Sediments report (see Condition 22 
above) 

- the progress of the new Cultural Heritage Monitoring Program (see response for 
Condition 27) 

- the upcoming review of the AHIP and LVOS 

- progression of Lake Victoria Environmental guidelines for the operation of the 
storage 

- redesign of the monitoring program and testing of Landscape Function Analysis. 

• The SRP are due to meet again in July 2013. 

Strategies to monitor cultural heritage protection and disturbance (Condition 
27) 

• Thirty-seven monitoring transects have been established, some since 1995. Transects 
are typically surveyed annually to monitor impacts of erosion, deposition, saline 
groundwater and salinity on the foreshore—with a particular focus on the protection of 
known and newly discovered burials. 

• Dr Colin Pardoe - Bio-Anthropology & Archaeology, finalised the development of the 
revised Cultural Heritage Monitoring Program in mid-2012.  

- Training in the application of the new cultural heritage monitoring program was 
provided to the Cultural Heritage Team by Dr Pardoe with the assistance of Daniel 
Haines (SA Water).  

- Field staff congratulated Dr Pardoe and Daniel Haines on the ease and efficiency 
of the new programs use in the field. 

• Monitoring of burials using the new cultural heritage monitoring program was conducted 
by SA Water Cultural Heritage Team and BMEC members. 
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Monitoring burial protection works (Condition 28) 
• Inspection of burial works by the Cultural Heritage Team and BMEC members has 

continued. 

• The introduction of the new cultural heritage monitoring program and the new G-tec units 
(portable data acquisition with GPS) has ensured monitoring of burials, artefacts and scar 
trees are more resource efficient.  

• Monitoring of burials and cultural heritage artefacts by SA Water cultural heritage staff 
commenced in January 2013. The new templates created for ArcPad were deployed to 
staff after a lengthy period of fine tuning the process.  

• In 2012–13 the lake was drawn down to 22.5m AHD, which provided opportunity to 
monitor Frenchman’s creek channels, Rufus River channels and Talgarry Barrier.  

• Overall assessment of these burials revealed they are in good condition despite 
inundation for approximately 3 years. 

• In total 143, or 51% of known burials and 8% of artefact sites (no scar trees) within the 
AHIP area were monitored using the new method during 2012–13. 

• Future works will involve continual experimentation with cinder blocks to control wave 
action and catch sediment. 
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Burial protection using cinder blocks- Photo courtesy of SA Water CH team 

Nulla Lunette burial protection works 
• Another program of works on the Nulla Lunette, initiated in 2012, resulted in protection of 

24 burial sites including four new sites. The project required considerable cooperation and 
coordination. Key items of interest included: 

- the key responsibility for protection of burials in this area lies with OEH 

- cooperation between NOW, BMEC, and SA Water with financial support from 
OEH 

- an opportunity to involve and employ six young members of the local Aboriginal 
community 

- an outstanding success story which will be used as a model for future protection 
works annually 

- additional works are planned for April 2014. 

Note: these works are outside the AHIP area 
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Aboriginal Elders and workers protecting burials on the Nulla Lunette- Photo courtesy of Pamela Dunrobin 

Aboriginal Cultural Information Database (ACID) (Condition 29) 
• The BMEC gave permission for a collaborative effort to occur between SA Water and 

OEH so that the ACID and Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS) 
datasets could be aligned. The process included: 

- site verification by Daniel Haines (SA Water) and Mick Kelly (OEH) 

- recognition that the whole of Lake Victoria would be regarded as one cemetery 
site with new individual sites for burials and scar trees being added to this site 

- generic site cards were developed for SA Water 

- photo points linked to each site card site enabling visual condition monitoring. 

• The total number of recorded burials within the Aboriginal Cultural Information Database 
(ACID) held by SA Water increased to 282. The 41 new burials added to the ACID 
comprised of: 

- 32 existing but not recorded in database 

- 5 newly discovered burials (1 within the AHIP area) 

- 4 new burials due to 1 large site re-registered as 5 sites. 

• The total number of cultural heritage artefacts on ACID rose by 8 to 124. As the 
monitoring of cultural heritage artefacts increases in the coming years some artefacts 
currently recorded in the database may need to be removed it. This is the same field 
verification process that has been happening with the burial data. 

• ACID now contains: 

- 282  burials (protected and recorded) 

- 210 burials recorded inside the AHIP. 

• All burial sites have now been identified and individually tagged. 
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BMEC Elders monitoring burials-Photo courtesy of SA Water CH team 

 
Low lake levels-Photo courtesy of SA Water CH team 

Environment, impacts and mitigation actions (Conditions 30 & 31) 
• Thirty-seven monitoring transects have been established, some since 1995. Transects 

are typically surveyed annually to monitor impacts of erosion, deposition, saline 
groundwater and salinity on the foreshore—with a particular focus on the protection of 
known and newly discovered burials. 

 
David Tongway demonstrating Land Form Analysis-Photo courtesy of SA Water CH team 
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Shoreline profiles 
• Shoreline profile monitoring was conducted in April 2013, and on the recommendation of 

the SRP, in conjunction with the vegetation monitoring. This was to ensure that vegetation 
and shoreline profile data were collected at matching temporal and spatial scales.  

• Thirty-four shoreline profile transects were surveyed. Remaining transects were omitted 
due to missing identification markers. Markers have since been replaced. 

• At the time of preparation of this report, this work was being analysed. 

• Wave energy dissipation trials were conducted using hay bales, reef balls (concrete) and 
cinder blocks. The outcomes of these trials are currently being documented for 
subsequent review by the SRP. 

Monitoring vegetation (Conditions 32-34 & 57) 
• Vegetation is generally monitored annually along permanent transects—13 located within 

the lake and 21 located around the perimeter. Monitoring is concentrated in culturally 
sensitive areas and occurs along the same transects as used in the shoreline profile 
monitoring program. Where significant sedimentation or erosion occurs, the vegetation 
response is noted.  

• Data collected includes plant species, biomass and cover. 

• Monitoring of established transects was completed during April 2013.  

Observations 
• High variability in cover between management zones. 

• Significant increase in vegetation cover and biomass across Talgarry Barrier. Major 
increase in biomass is attributed to an increase in common reed at higher elevations 
(25.5-26m AHD) and an increase in spiny sedge, couch (Cynodon dactylon) and spiny 
mud-grass (Pseudoraphis spinescens) biomass between 24.5-25.5m AHD. 

• Minor decline of low level cover and biomass below 24.5m AHD on Talgarry Barrier. 
Decline of shoreline plant cover and biomass behind Talgarry Barrier in the Southeastern 
Beach Management Zone is thought to be due to sheep grazing. 

• Decline of perennial vegetation cover on the Northeastern (Nulla Nulla Station) and 
Northern (Noola Station) Beach Management Zones is thought to be due to intensive 
kangaroo grazing. 

• Spiny mud-grass south of Nanya, Gecko and Moon Islands at approximately 25-25.3 m 
AHD has effectively been replaced by tangled lignum (Muehlenbeckia florulenta), albeit 
with considerable regeneration of river red gum and to a lesser extent black box 
(Eucalyptus largiflorens) trees. This is perhaps more like the plant community that 
formerly existed at these locations prior to commissioning of Lake Victoria. Considerable 
damage to vegetation by feral pig was noted in the Frenchmans Islands area. 

Weeds  
• The most significant weed of the floodplain environment is noogoora burr (Xanthium 

occidentale) but was present in low quantities. Control actions over 2012–13 appear to 
have been adequate. 
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• No other major problem weed species were noted within the AHIP area at Lake Victoria in 
April 2013. 

• The Cultural Heritage team continued treatment of noogoora burr, horehound (Marrubium 
vulgare), deadly nightshade (Atropa belladoma), scotch thistle (Onopordum acanthium) 
and spiny emex (Emex australis). 
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Trainee Baden Moore treating weeds - Photo courtesy of SA Water CH team 

Threatened flora 
• No threatened flora species or Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 listed plant 

communities have been recorded within the AHIP area at Lake Victoria. Managing 
non-native fauna (Conditions 35 & 36) 

• A feral pest and weed program was conducted in August 2012 by former Pest and Weed 
Control contractor, Mr Frank Bernhardt. However Mr Bernhardt failed to submit data prior 
to the termination of his contract in November 2012. A recruitment process was initiated 
in May 2013 to fill the pest plant and animal control vacancy through the creation of the 
full time Lake Victoria Project Officer (NOW) position. 

Rabbit control 
• This information was unavailable. 

Pig control 
• A pest animal contractor was engaged for two pig destruction programs. Work included 

camera surveillance and setting and checking of seven traps.  

• Forty-nine pigs trapped and destroyed from Lake Victoria and Frenchman’s creek 
frontages. 

 
Pigs from one trap at Frenchman’s Creek- Photo courtesy of Daryl Walters 
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Water quality monitoring (Condition 37) 
• Salinity expressed as Total Dissolved Solids concentration was monitored weekly at the 

Lake Victoria outlet regulator. Samples were collected by Lake Victoria Storage staff and 
couriered to the Australian Water Quality Centre for analysis. Total Dissolved Solids 
concentration was calculated using conductivity measurements obtained in the laboratory. 

• Table 1 shows the 2012–13 Total dissolved solids concentration fluctuated in the range 
from 100 to 190 mg/L falling within the normal spectrum of values observed at the 
location. The average salinity was only marginally higher than that at the nearest 
upstream River Murray location (Lock 9) indicating that the impact of hyper saline ground 
water characteristic of the area was limited. 

Table 1. Total dissolved solids concentration 

Sampling Point Description Min Max Ave 
River Murray Lock 9 53 250 134 
Lake Victoria Outlet 100 190 141 
River Murray DS Rufus River 
Gauging Weir 81 260 150 

Lake Victoria Operation Strategy (Conditions 38-41) 
• Figure 1 shows the Lake Victoria level for the 2012–13 reporting period (orange line) 

compared to the 2011–12 period (red line). 

• Lake operations fell within targets established by the LVOS. 

• According to preliminary monitoring results, Lake Victoria operations broadly provided 
ongoing beneficial conditions which: 

- minimised damage to cultural heritage materials 

- supported target vegetation species. 

• An extensive drawdown of the lake was able to be implemented due to the delivery of 
large volumes of environmental water across the South Australian border. The lake level 
was decreased to 22.45 m AHD by 10 April, which was the lowest the lake had been 
since 2009. The lower water levels provided a significant period of exposure that allowed 
the further establishment of spiny sedge plants that had propagated during 2010–11 and 
2011–12.  

• Refilling of the lake began in April 2013 and by the end of June, Lake Victoria had 
reached 79% capacity with the level boosted by water that was released from the Mildura 
Weir pool in May during a maintenance drawdown. 

• It is expected that a review of the LVOS will commence in 2014–15 after the completion 
of the AHIP renewal process. 

• There were no significant departures from normal lake operation strategies. 
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Figure 1. Operational levels of Lake Victoria over the 2011–12 (red line) and 2012–13 (orange line) water years. 
The shaded green area shows the typical refilling band and green diamonds represent the LVOS lake level 
restrictions. 

Impact on areas outside the lake (Condition 42) 
• To assist in quantifying the impact of Lake Victoria operations on neighbouring properties  

MDBA continued to monitor groundwater levels beneath the River Murray floodplain to 
the east of the lake, and under adjacent higher areas surrounding the lake. In addition, in 
2012—13 the NOW commissioned the development of a ‘Groundwater Model’ to assist in 
predicting groundwater impacts. This is discussed further in Groundwater Salinity 
Modelling. 

• Groundwater levels universally declined at a steady, yet modest rate over the extended 
dry period from 1999 to 2010. Very high rainfall in the recent years (and potentially 
floodwaters) has caused groundwater levels to rise significantly faster than the declines 
earlier recorded. However current levels remain below or similar to levels recorded in 
1999. 

• The influence of rainfall (and potentially head pressure from flooding on groundwater level 
change) increases with distance from Lake Victoria. The effects of Lake Victoria 
operations on groundwater levels within 5 kms of the Lake have likely reached a long-
term equilibrium. 

Maintain awareness of regional planning processes (Condition 43) 
• The MDBA continues to monitor groundwater levels east of the Lake to develop an 

understanding of the impacts on landholders. Formal opportunity to understand and 
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participate in the management of Lake Victoria is provided through participation in the 
LVAC. 

• The MDBA continued to liaise with Local, State and Commonwealth agencies in order to 
maintain its awareness of regional planning and land management processes which may 
be relevant to the mitigation of any impacts of the operation of Lake Victoria.  The MDBA 
continues to share information on Lake Victoria with governmental agencies and 
landholders through LVAC. 

Groundwater salinity monitoring (Condition 44) 

Method 
• Groundwater level monitoring is undertaken at 13 bores located in the bed underneath 

the lake and the lake shore. Data loggers are used to collect a continuous record of 
groundwater level movement. 

• Because of the high and variable groundwater salinities (hence densities), groundwater 
heads are adjusted to correct for the pressure variations which result. This allows for an 
accurate comparison of surface water and groundwater heads from differing depths, thus 
deriving an accurate interpretation of groundwater flow potentials. This was not done 
explicitly for this report in an endeavour to minimise unnecessary repetition.  

Results 
• Groundwater level monitoring on the lake bed shows a decline in groundwater levels 

associated with the lower lake operating levels between 2006 and mid-2009, and a rise 
with higher lake levels since. The decline in groundwater levels were between 2 to 3.5m 
at the sites in the lake bed. 

• Since mid-2009, groundwater levels near Lake Victoria have risen in response to the 
higher lake operating levels. This has resulted in a subtle decrease in groundwater 
salinity at some of the monitoring sites. 

• The interchange between deeper groundwater, the water table and the lake is spatially 
variable and dynamic. When the lake is at certain levels, or during changes in level, 
groundwater can move into the lake in certain locations. This is most prominent at 
Talgarry Wells (refer to 2010–11 report for details). 

Recommendations 

• Consideration is given to survey and map soil salinity of the eastern floodplain, as 
although water tables have been recently low, the survey has not been done for the 
decade. Similarly, EM34 and downhole geophysics should be repeated every 3 to 5 
years. 

Groundwater Model 
• The SRP recommended a review of the groundwater monitoring program including the 

development of a groundwater model with predictive capability.  A hydrogeologist from 
NOW prepared a preliminary feasibility assessment which was delivered to the LVWG 
and the LVAC. The assessment highlighted the following: 

- data collected since 1999 showed a continuing trend of stable groundwater levels 
and salinity 
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- previous levels of data collection exceeded the stated need 

- adequate data were available to develop and calibrate a numeric groundwater 
model.  

• Based on the feasibility study, NOW commissioned Parsons Brinkerhoff to develop a 
groundwater model to understand groundwater flow and movement of salinity between 
Lake Victoria and intersecting aquifers. Specifically, the objectives of the project were to 
develop and calibrate a numerical model to assess the long-term impact of lake 
operations under different environmental and lake operation scenarios on groundwater 
salinity and the potential for lake shore salinization. 

• The full report is available from NOW. 

Results  
• Groundwater recharge is provided from rainfall and the lake when levels are high. 

Discharge occurs as evapotranspiration and to the lake when lake levels are low. The 
regional groundwater flow is naturally to the south west, whereby during high lake 
operating levels, the regional groundwater gradient decreases on the eastern side of the 
lake, and groundwater discharge is reduced.  

• It is estimated that lake levels impact the groundwater system for approximately 5 km on 
average around the lake. 

• Aboriginal artefacts which are buried within higher elevated ground, such as the sand 
dunes/lunette, are above the maximum height of the water table, and are not affected by 
lake level management practices. The burials located on the foreshore of the lake are 
times inundated by the lake, and some burials on the eastern foreshore are potentially 
within a zone where groundwater discharges into the lake surface.  

• Natural discharge of saline groundwater into the lake and River Murray has been altered, 
causing shallow saline groundwater levels to outcrop on the floodplain.  

• There are uncertainties observed in the salinity data that need to be addressed for future 
model calibration. 

• Salt transport from the groundwater system to the lake was significantly impacted by lake 
levels. Under the Talgarry Barrier model, the salt transport to the lake is predicted to 
increase if the lake is kept empty for five years. At full lake levels, the salt transport is 
predicted to decrease. Therefore, the impact of salinity on the foreshore is predicted to be 
greatest when lake levels are low. The relative impact of keeping the lake empty for five 
years is predicted to result in a 500% increase in salt transport from the groundwater 
system to the lake. When compared together with evapotranspiration, the salt transport 
increases by 380%. The rate of evapotranspiration increases in response to rising 
groundwater levels in the model. 

• The following outcomes should be considered in any review of the groundwater 
monitoring program around Lake Victoria: 

- It is predicted to be two years before any changes in salinity as a result of change 
in lake operation are observed. Given the gradual nature of salinity change, the 
frequency of salinity monitoring could be reduced significantly, but should be on-
going.
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- It takes approximately 5 to 7 years for salinity levels to equilibrate following a 
change in operation of lake levels. Long term groundwater monitoring is required 
to identify these trends. A reduction in the frequency of groundwater monitoring 
outside of this radius of influence is possible without implications to the quality of 
the data, as impacts to groundwater levels and salinity are unlikely to be seen 
beyond this distance in the floodplain. 

Damage to Aboriginal objects not covered by the AHIP (Condition 46) 
• Results of groundwater monitoring since 1999 show there is no increase in groundwater 

salinity and no medium to long-term trend of rising groundwater levels. 
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Figure 2. Map of Lake Victoria showing location of groundwater monitoring bore holes and transects. Map 
courtesy of Rob Brownbill. 
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Lake Victoria Advisory Committee Members 2012–13 
Member name Representative group/organisation 
Dale Abdulla BMEC 
Gary Abdulla BMEC 
Jim Abdulla BMEC Deputy Chairperson 
Kingsley Abdulla BMEC 
Timothy Abdulla BMEC 
Hugo Bowman MDBA 
Craig Bretherton OEH 
Brian Carter BMEC 
Elsie Coombes BMEC 
Ben Denison NOW 
Pamela Dunrobin NOW 
Warren Duncan Landholder 
Brenton Erdmann SA Water 
Rob Gregory Lower Murray–Darling CMA 
John Grima SA Water 
Emma Hampton MDBA 
Bruce Harris BMEC 
Digby Jacobs NOW 
May Johnson BMEC 
Noel Johnson BMEC 
Harvey Johnson OEH 
Darryl Jones SA Water 
Alf Kelly BMEC 
Alf Kelly Jnr BMEC 
Dameion Kennedy BMEC 
Arthur Kirby Chair BMEC 
Samuel Koolmatrie BMEC 
Terry Korodaj MDBA 
Cora Lawson BMEC 
Ray Lawson BMEC 
Rodney Lawson BMEC 
Dr Jane Lennon Deputy Chair LVAC  
Steve McGlashan NOW 
John Martin SA Water 
Betty Pearce BMEC 
Neville Skipworth SA Water 
Dawn Smith BMEC 
Roland J Smith BMEC 
Paul Sureda MDBA 
Wade Stidiford SA Water 
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